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About This Game

Space Badminton is the worlds first VR Badminton simulation. It will test your true badminton skills against a sophisticated and
skilled artificially intelligent space robot. You will fight against the AI robot to become the badminton champion. Space

Badminton takes place in the deep space, where you are given the power to defy GRAVITY by the power of jet boosters. Use
this to your advantage in defeating the AI robot. Good Luck !!!
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Title: Space Badminton VR
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Shashitha Kularatna
Publisher:
Shashitha Kularatna
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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space badminton vr

I'm not sure why anyone would think this is a realistic or simulation Badminton VR game. I would think the word SPACE
Badminton VR would cure anyone of any misconception that this is anything but an arcade badminton VR game. I played this
on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers and had zero issues. My main problem with the game is that I usually was facing the
wrong way to start the game (away from my front facing sensors). However, you can use your thrusters to correct the way you're
facing, although it's not exactly easy to do.

The thrusters add a layer of difficulty and frustration that is not present in other table tennis \/ tennis \/ badminton games. The
good part of that is that there is no teleportation and you have to get to where the shuttlecock is served. I found the beginner
difficulty to be very difficult. Even serving the ball is pretty hard as you have to hit the shuttlecock and land it in a small area
and it's just difficult to control without a lot of practice.

However, I did find the game to play predictably. In other words, I could tell when I hit the shuttlecock well and where it would
generally land. So it just takes some practice and getting used to the game mechanics.

So is this game worth $1.24? Oh yeah, it's easily the best badminton game at the sale price of $1.25 or less category. Is it the
best badminton game? NOT EVEN CLOSE. High Clear VR is much better. But I do recommend this game at the sale price and
it's different enough to recommend even if you have High Clear VR.

Rating 6\/10 (sale price rating, I probably woudn't recommend this game at $5). Bad physics, bad controls. If you are looking
for a realistic vr badminton, don't bother.. This is a really cool game! Unfortunately it has a few bugs and could use more polish,
but it doesn't seem to be in active development anymore. I would still recommend picking it up for a dollar or two if you have
any interest in playing badminton in space.. You are unable to turn or move, It works on other games, this one is just broken
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